EXAMPLES OF STATE LOCATION MAPS FOR TITLE SHEETS, RELEASED 3/16/2012

EXAMPLE "A"
Project located in the county, outline county and sheet. Use one location arrow.

EXAMPLE "B"
Project located in the county, outline county and sheet. Use one location arrow. No hachure marks used.

EXAMPLE "C"
Project located in one county. Outline county and denote hachure marks. Show only one location arrow.

EXAMPLE "D"
Project located in multiple counties with contiguous borders. Outline each county and sheet with hachure marks. Show one location arrow.

EXAMPLE "E"
Project located in city and county of San Francisco. Show only the location arrow for this county.

NOTES:
1. Except for San Francisco County as shown in Example "C", county lines shall be outlined for each county in which the project is located.
2. Use location arrows within the county areas in which the project is located unless space is not available. See Example "B" and Example "C" for county not requiring location arrows.
3. Hachure marks shall not extend through county names.
4. A location arrow or location arrows must be shown. See Example "A".
5. Where a project is located in a county which is split by district boundaries, the complete name of the county must be shown and the district boundaries disregarded. See Example "B", Kern County split by District 09 and District 06 boundaries.
6. No other information or symbols are to be shown within the location map area.
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